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Michael Reksulak’s Free Enterprise Column 
April 16, 2012 
In his cleverly titled Free Enterprise column “Harboring opportunity,”Michael Reksulak uses a recent trip 
he made to Hong Kong to describe the emerging business environment in China. 
In his cleverly titled Free Enterprise column “Harboring opportunity,” Michael Reksulak uses a recent 
trip he made to Hong Kong to describe the emerging business environment in China. 
Michael comments about Gulfstream jets, a branch of SCAD and that “… almost 40 percent of poultry 
exports leave the USA from Savannah” to conclude that Savannah is well-positioned to take advantage 
of trade opportunities with China. 
Click on the link below to read his complete column: 
http://savannahnow.com/exchange/2012-04-07/free-enterprise-harboring-opportunity 
 
